A foamy virus vector system for stable and efficient RNAi expression in mammalian cells.
The promise of the RNA interference (RNAi) technology is equally dependent on the efficiency and stability of gene silencing. The aim of the present study was the development of foamy virus (FV) vectors for stable RNAi, utilizing two potent RNA polymerase III (Pol III) promoters. Using green fluorescent protein as a target gene, we examined the efficiency of mouse U6 (mU6) and human H1 Pol III promoters in different human cell lines and mouse hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) ex vivo and in vivo, following bone marrow transplantation. Both our mU6 and H1 FV vectors mediated very efficient gene silencing with as low as one vector copy per cell. However, transduction of human cell lines with FV vectors expressing short hairpin RNA from mU6 led to the gradual elimination of cells in culture, as opposed to H1-harboring cells, underscoring the importance of the expression system or cellular context in the evaluation of the overall RNAi effects. The efficiency and stability of the H1 vectors were further shown by the successful silencing of BCR-ABL in K562 cells. Accordingly, mU6 vectors induced efficient and stable gene silencing in mouse HSCs following bone marrow transplantation. Our work is the first in vivo study on the efficiency and stability of RNAi gene silencing in HSCs with FV vectors, currently a safe alternative for viral gene transfer.